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Abstract 

Seawater desalination is one of the major energy intensive sectors. Most of the contemporary seawater 
desalination technologies require abundant amount of high value energy sources like electric energy and higher 
amount of specific thermal energy. Even the economics of scale of production are not being able to justify 
their applicability from both energy and economics standpoints with the contemporary seawater desalination 
technologies.  

Based on the driving force principle of trans-membrane vapor pressure difference created by maintaining hot 
and cold side separated with hydrophobic membrane, seawater desalination with membrane distillation (MD) 
has been a potential technology at research and semi commercialized level for years. The technology is 
primarily recognized as low temperature thermal energy intensive.  

The Middle East countries are known as region with intensive solar radiation and fossil fuel reserves. 
However, the region is highly deprived of natural drinking water. The electric power generation on the entire 
region is primarily based on packaged gas turbine units that are having very low level of electrical efficiency 
releasing the huge amount of energy in terms of exhaust heat to the environment.   

The research therefore focuses on economic and technical feasibility study of MD technology with energy 
input from recovered energy from gas turbine exhaust. The research involves the MD system modeling and 
thermodynamic assessment of heat recovery components for pilot plant. The major components of the system 
are modeled with Engineering Equation Solver software and results are up-scaled for pilot plant design and 
economics of scale analysis. The research reveals that the technology is highly feasible in co-generation or 
combined cycle mode of gas turbine operation.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Energy is an essential component of both economical growth and socio-economic development. Renewable 
and waste heat energy provides a variety of environmentally friendly solutions as well as future energy 
security. These solar or waste heat energy sources are usually termed as low grade energy sources. The 
integration of these renewable and/or waste heat energy technologies for water desalination is increasing day 
by day. This is also justified by the fact that the areas where there is shortage of drinking water are having 
huge amount of solar energy and exhaust waste heat resources. The Gulf Cooperative Council (GCC) 
countries region is renowned for the huge amount of both renewable energy sources like solar and waste heat. 
Same is the case of Ras Al Khaimah (RAK) of United Arab Emirates (UAE). Though, initial cost is bit 
higher, in the long term perspectives these solar or waste heat energy based technologies usually seems to be 
feasible because of its technological commercialization and virtually no requirement of raw fuel cost.  

The  GCC  countries  are  considered  the world’s  leaders in  desalination, with a  total of  45  desalination  
plants  since  1995,  while making significant contribution to the world’s progress  in  developing  desalination  
technology. The major technologies used for the desalination purpose in this region are Multi Stage Flash 
(MSF), Multi Effect Distillation (MED) and Reverse Osmosis (RO) [2].  Of the 26 million m3/day desalinated 
water capacity produced world-wide, 52% is produced in the Middle East; out of which, 38% is produced in 
the GCC countries (10million m3/day) [2]. In the Arabian Gulf alone, MSF desalination plants treat huge 
volumes of seawater (in excess of 25 million m3/day) so to obtain desalinated water of 5–10 million m3/day 
[2]. The remainder (approximately 20 million m3/day of very heated and concentrated brine) is returned back 
to the sea, an issue that has today become of growing controversial concerns [2]. 

A very brief review to these technologies reveals that an optimum technical and economic design and 
evaluation of the technology is necessary so that it can be implemented in these regions. As of now, the 
techno-economic performances of the available technologies for seawater desalination prefers RO based 
desalination as the technology of choice with continued advances being made to reduce the total energy 
consumption and lower the cost of water produced [18]. However, the thermal technologies like MSF and 
MED are also prominent.  

Though theoretically conceived 40-50 years before but still at the stage of semi commercialization 
development level only, the MD technology for desalination seems to be a promising innovative alternative to 
the RO because the technology can utilize low grade heat contrary to electricity that is a must in RO and 
other seawater desalination technologies [4]. Furthermore, it’s simple and reduced maintenance requirement 
may lead a robust operation which consequently make it less sensitive to process fluctuations [4].  

This research in terms of master’s thesis project reviews the available electricity and thermal energy based 
major technologies for seawater desalination and the corresponding energy source and specific cost of fresh 
water production specifically focusing GCC region. Furthermore, the research reviews the theoretical concept 
and previous research outcomes behind the MD technology with respect to desalination. The research 
conceives the system architecture for the proposed pilot plant of MD technology considering updated 
modeling constraint and design input corresponding to the GCC region seawater and temperature conditions. 
The simulation of the MD system is then processed based on recognized heat and mass transfer modeling 
equations pertaining to the MD technology to get the results against the design inputs and modeling 
assumptions. The research delivers an optimum design option for a pilot prototype plant for sea water 
desalination with MD in terms of technical specification like thermal and electric energy requirement, hot and 
cold side flow requirement, fresh water yield, component integration etc. The research then reviews and 
conceives different probable options for heat recovery from gas turbine exhaust and transfer to MD system 
for ensuing driving force for operation of the MD system.  Furthermore, the research recommends the 
applicability of the MD technology from both technical and economic standpoints considering techno-
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economic analysis primarily considering gas turbine exhaust as the energy source. The economics of scale 
analysis is also carried out to reveal the trend of the fresh water production cost with MD technology fired 
with gas turbine exhaust waste energy.  
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1.2 Research Objectives 

 

The main objective of the proposed project is to review and compare the technological advancement and 
economic viability of the various state-of-art seawater desalination technologies applicable in GCC countries. 
Having realized that current generation desalination technologies like MED, MSF and RO are at the final 
stage of technological maturity with full commercialization with very little space for innovation and 
development, the focus of the study is the emerging semi-commercialized MD technology that has to be 
tested and verified on real conditions. Therefore, the secondary objective of the project is to design a pilot 
prototype system architecture of seawater desalination process based on MD technology with input as low 
grade energy source so that the research outcome can be directly used for setting up prototype experimental 
test facility in RAK- UAE for further investigation and validation of the performance. The research considers 
a particular gas turbine exhaust as the thermal energy source and recommends solution for the recovery of 
the exhaust energy for MD desalination purpose.  

 
Specific objectives 

i)          Technological and economical review of existing current generation desalination technologies 
applicable in GCC region. 

ii) Pilot prototype system design for desalination with MD technology 
iii) Simulation of the MD system to find out the yield for a fixed design and modeling constraint  
iv) Up-scaling the result for the larger plant capacities 
v) Economical and energy use analysis of the MD technology  
vi) Integration possibility of the gas turbine exhaust as energy source for MD desalination 

technology 
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1.3 Approaching the Research 

 

An overall research approach has been devised to realize the objectives of the research. The research starts 
with the literature review behind the research and development works to identify both the technical & 
economic potential and constraints of the current generation desalination technologies based on both primary 
and secondary information. Furthermore the literature review work focuses on MD technology in detail and 
energy sources of gas turbine exhaust waste heat in particular. The review work supports conceiving the 
design of system architecture for pilot plant in terms of both MD system and gas turbine exhaust heat 
recovery options. Based on the conceptual system architecture and heat and mass transfer modeling equation 
information available in previous research of simulation work for MD, a simplifying syntax model is 
conceived in EES software and simulated. The simulation result reveals the design flow rate of saline water; 
permeate flow rate, specific energy requirement analysis for the pilot plant system architecture. Based on the 
simulation result of the MD system, the yield and economic analysis is up-scaled for larger plant MD systems.  
The research finally concludes the technical and economical viability of MD technologies with gas turbine 
exhaust waste heat and potential recommendations for the prototype development and further research. The 
Figure 1-1 presents stepwise approach to the research. 

 
Figure 1-1: Approaching the research-Step wise outline 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Current Generation Desalination Technologies  

In general desalination technologies can be classified according to three criteria: 1) What is extracted from 
seawater; 2) the type of separation process adopted and; 3) the type of energy used [8]. These three 
classifications are presented in the Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3.  

 
Figure 2-1: Classification of desalination based on what is extracted from seawater [8] 

 

 
Figure 2-2: Classification of desalination based on the type of separation process adopted [8] 
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Figure 2-3: Classification of desalination based on the type of energy used [8] 

Though there are many technological processes available for seawater desalination, not all of the processes 
are commercially viable for GCC countries. In general, the current generation commercial desalination 
technologies installed in GCC countries basically utilize one of four desalination processes: RO, MSF, MED 
and mechanical vapor compression (MVC). As far as the worldwide application is concerned, the system 
based on RO covers approximately 50% of the overall capacity of the seawater desalination [11]. However, in 
the GCC countries, the majority of the desalination systems utilize evaporation process like MSF, MED and 
MVC. The market shares of these three processes are 87.3 %, 12.5% and 0.2 % for MSF, MED and MVC 
respectively [11]. Due to the large base of thermal desalination units with proven high operational reliability 
and the convenience of their integration with power plants for dual purpose system, these evaporation based 
desalination system is dominating the GCC markets despite the energy requirement of evaporation is higher 
than that of the membrane processes. However, the better economics of RO processes and the growing trend 
of privatization of the desalination market in GCC countries, the proportion of RO based desalination market 
are increasing day by day.  

Besides the abovementioned thermal desalination processes, solar thermal based technologies are also 
promising application of the renewable energy source. Solar desalination can either be direct; use solar energy 
to produce distillate directly in the solar collector, or indirect; combining conventional desalination 
techniques, such as MSF, vapor compression (VC), RO, MD and electro-dialysis, with solar collectors for 
heat generation. Direct solar desalination compared with the indirect technologies requires large land areas 
and has a relatively low productivity. It is however competitive to the indirect desalination plants in small-
scale production due to its relatively low cost and simplicity [12]. 

As the focus of the research is gas turbine based exhaust energy source, the scope of the research is limited in 
that direction. The review in the ensuing paragraph presents the most common features of the thermal 
desalination plants, their operating conditions and the process performances.  
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2.1.1 Multi Stage Flash distillation (MSF) 

 
Figure 2-4: Multi-stage flash desalination Process diagram adopted[27] 

Figure 2-4 presents the principle of the MSF distillation process. The MSF distillation process of desalination 
is based on the principle of distilling a saline solution by pressure reduction at a given temperature until the 
saturation pressure is reached. The economies of the MSF technology are achieved by regenerative heating 
where the seawater flashing in each flash chamber or stage gives up some of its heat to the seawater going 
through the flashing process. The heat of condensation released by the condensing water vapor at each stage 
gradually raises the temperature of the incoming seawater. The MSF plant consists of heat input, heat 
recovery, and heat rejection sections. 

The market share of MSF technology for desalination is around 90% of the thermal desalination process and 
40% of the seawater desalination [9]. In MSF, the quantity of distillate production increase with the decrease in 
sea water temperature and number of stages. The increase in stage in one hand causes the increase in heat 
transfer area which thereby results improve plant efficiency and in the other hand increase the total cost of 
the plant. The minimum water production cost that is determined by the performance ratio (PR) is usually in 
the range of 6.5-10.5 lbs/1000 Btu heat input [9].  

However the energy consumption (17-18 kWh/m3) for the MSF is highest among other commercial 
desalination process, it is highly competitive with even the emerging RO plant due to its reliable performance 
and long life [9]. Some examples of the MSF plants which has been running for the last 40 years in Gulf 
Countries are the epitome of why MSF plants have competitive unit product cost despite high energy 
consumption. At present very large MSF units, with production capacities that range between 50,000 and 
75,000 m3/day, are being installed in several GCC countries, including Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the United 
Arab Emirates [1]. The economics of scale of the plant capacity contributes further to the reduction in unit 
product cost. The largest MSF unit with a capacity of 75,700 m 3/day is the Shuweiat plant, located in the 
United Arab Emirates [1].  The Figure 2-5 presents the cumulative increase in MSF production capacity in 
GCC.  
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Figure2-5:  Cumulative production capacity of MSF plants in the Gulf countries[9] 

2.1.2 Multi effect distillation (MED): 

The MED process takes place in a series of evaporators called effects, and uses the principle of reducing the 
ambient pressure in the various effects. This process permits the seawater feed to undergo multiple boiling 
without supplying additional heat after the first effect. The seawater enters the first effect and is raised to the 
boiling point after being preheated in tubes. The seawater is sprayed onto the surface of evaporator tubes to 
promote rapid evaporation. The tubes are heated by externally supplied steam from a normally dual purpose 
power plant. The steam is condensed on the opposite side of the tubes, and the steam condensate is recycled 
to the power plant for its boiler feed-water. Figure 2-6 presents the principle of the MED process.  

The MED process of desalination is the well established technology. The process dates back to 500-600 years 
[9]. The development of the MED process during 1960s and 1970s leads to the present form of MED process 
[9]. Most of the MED process operates at low temperature in the range below 70°C [9]. MED process is limited 
to smaller size as compared to MSF and only 12.5 % share of thermal desalination and 6% share of entire 
desalination market is contributed to current market by MED process [9]. The largest production capacity of 
MED is found in UAE with 600000m3/day [9]. The latest MED plants installed in Baharin and UAE is with 
unit capacity of 27300 m3/day 36000 m3/day respectively [9].  The Figure 2-7 presents cumulative increase of 
the MED plants in GCC countries.  
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Figure2-6: Multi effect desalination Process diagram adopted [26] 

 
Figure2-7: Cumulative production capacity of MED plants in Gulf countries [9] 
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2.1.3 Mechanical Vapor Compression: 

The Figure 2-8 depicts the MVC desalination principle. The process of MVC was developed during early 
1980 to compete with RO originally. However, the rapid growth of RO and the high consistency of the MSF 
plants together as a whole curtail the growth of the MVC market. The review of the market data shows that 
entire desalination market with MVC is limited to 250000 m3/day capacity [9]. Figure: 2-9 presents the 
cumulative production capacity of the MVC process that gives a glimpse of slow but gradual increase of the 
production capacity. Research shows that most of the MVC units are small in capacity in the range of 3000 
m3/day [9]. According to the cumulative increase trend of the past two-three decade of the MVC production, 
the future growth of the MVC market will be limited by RO and MSF [9]. However it would continuously 
supply desalinated water for industrial purpose or small communities. The databases of the MVC installed 
plants across the world reveals that it is not gaining the ground in GCC countries [9].  

 
Figure2-8: Vapor compression desalination process diagram adopted [28] 
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Figure2-9: Cumulative production of the MVC plants across the world [9] 

2.1.4 Reverse Osmosis: 

RO is a pressure driven desalination process which allows the separation of dissolved ions, and larger 
dissolved species, from feed water. RO performance is essentially characterized in terms of water flux, salt 
rejection and recovery rates. RO separation is based on countering the natural osmotic process by artificially 
applying hydrostatic pressure to the side of the more concentrated salt solution (for example seawater), so 
driving the solvent flux in an opposite direction to that dictated by natural osmosis. This causes water to 
move through the RO membrane from the more concentrated salt solution (seawater) to the other side, 
which holds essentially desalted water [10]. Figure 2-10 presents the principle of RO process. The amount of 
energy required for osmotic separation is directly related to the salinity of the solution. Thus, more energy is 
required to produce the same amount of water from solutions with higher concentrations of salt [10]. 

The use of the RO process continues to grow at a fast rate due to the development of more efficient and less 
expensive membranes, and the reduction of the energy requirement. In addition, the accumulation of field 
experience in RO design, construction, operation and maintenance has helped its growth and expansion 
throughout the world. The RO process is also used for desalination of sea, brackish and river waters [9]. 

The present worldwide capacity of RO desalination systems is over 15 million m3/day of product water, and 
growing at an annual rate of over 10% [9]. RO requires about 3.5 kWh/m3 of electricity consumption and 
thermal processes require around 150-252 kJ/kg of thermal energy as the main energy consumption and 1.0-
1.5 kWh/m3 of electricity for auxiliaries. RO has the lowest energy consumption and the largest prospects of 
development [20]. Membrane lifetime and plant lifetime are key factors in determining the water production 
cost. The cost decreases with increasing the membrane and/or the plant lifetime [7]. 
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Figure2-10: Principle of Reverse Osmosis [19] 

2.2 Energy Consumption Comparison of Seawater Desalination 

with Current Generation Desalination Technologies 

Most widely running desalination process are MSF, MED, MVC and RO in current market. Low pressure 
steam is the source of thermal energy for MSF and MED desalination processes and some electric energy is 
required for internal pumping. Only electric energy is required to operate compressor in MVC and pump in 
RO processes.  

The MSF process, as well as the MED process, consumes a larger amount of energy than the RO process 
(about 17–18 kWhequiv/m3 for MSF, 5.7–6.5 kWhequiv/m3 for MED and 3.5–5 kWhequiv/m3 for RO) [9]. 
However the reliable performance of the MSF and MED thermal desalination processes has made both 
processes highly competitive against the RO process.  

A summary of energy required for different commercial desalination technology is presented in table below. 

Table 2-1: summary of energy required for desalination technology [9] 

Process/Energy type MED MSF MVC RO 

Motive steam pressure, atm 0.2-0.5 1.0-2.5 - - 

Avg. electrical energy equivalent, kWh/m3 4.5 14 - - 

Electrical Consumption, kWh/m3 1.2-2.0 3.0-4.0 8.5 3.5-5 

Total electrical energy equivalent, kWh/m3 5.7-6.5 17-18 8.5 3.5-5 
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2.3 Cost Comparison of Water Production by Seawater 

Desalination with Current Generation Desalination 

Technologies 

The current generation desalination systems require large amounts of energy which is costly not only from 
environmental pollution perspective but also from money perspectives. There are a number of literatures 
about the cost estimation found in research publication and in general the cost estimation is mainly site 
specific and the cost of water production per cubic meter varies from installation to installation. The variation 
in the cost is basically due to different types of production methods, the extent of feed water salinity, the use 
of energy source, the capacity of the desalination plant and site specific factors.  

The use of RO method has become more and more common for the seawater desalination in recent years as 
the cost of membranes has been decreasing for years. However, very large production capacity seawater 
desalination plants that often uses thermal desalination process produces freshwater in the cost range of 
0.5$/m3 to 1$/m3 [13].  Similarly, the medium size system has cost range of 0.44$/m3 to 1.62$/m3 and small 
size system that is mainly RO method dominant has cost range of 0.7$/m3 to 3.15 Euro/m3 [13]. Furthermore, 
for even smaller capacity plant the cost can raise as high as 15.20 Euro/m3 [13]. The detail about the water 
desalination cost with respect to the type of feed-water is summarized in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-2: Capacity of desalination plant and cost with respect to type of feed water [13] 

Type of feed water Size of plant (m3/day) Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

Brackish <1000 0.63-1.06 0.78-1.33 

5000-60000 0.21-0.43 0.26-0.54 

Sea Water <1000 1.78-9.00  

1000-5000 0.56-3.15  

12000-60000 0.35-1.30 0.44-1.62 

>60000 0.40-0.80 0.50-1.00 

As far as water desalination cost comparison with respect to type of energy use is concerned, the desalination 
system can be divided into either conventional energy source or renewable energy source fired. It is 
straightforward that the cost of freshwater production with conventional energy sources like gas, electricity or 
oil is much lower than that of renewable energy sources because of the high upfront cost. The summary of 
the cost of freshwater production with respect to different energy sources is presented in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3: Cost of freshwater production by desalination with respect to the type of energy sources [13] 

Type of feed water Type of Energy used Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

Brackish Conventional  0.21-1.06 0.26-1.33 

Photovoltaics 4.50-10.32  

Geothermal 2.00  

Sea Water Conventional  0.35-2.70  

 Wind 1.00-5.00  

 Photovoltaics 3.14-9.00  

 Solar collectors 3.5-8.0  

The cost of the desalination for freshwater production with respect to the type of desalination matters a lot. 
As explained before, the major desalination methods being used for fresh water production are either thermal 
or membrane method. In a broad way the MSF, MED, RO and MVC methods has usually considered for 
cost comparison. In general the thermal methods are more expensive as they require a large quantity of fuel 
to vaporize the salted water. RO, that is membrane based method, is more economical and more or less 
replaced thermal methods for fresh water production from brackish water.  However, it is less suitable for 
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seawater desalination because of the high cost of membrane replacement. The Table 2-4 and Table 2-5 
present a glimpse of summary of cost of fresh water production with respect to the type of current generation 
desalination technologies.  

Table 2-4: Cost-summary of pure-water production with respect to thermal desalination process [13] 

Desalination Method Size of plant (m3/day) Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

MED <100 2.00-8.00  

12000-55000 0.76-1.56 0.95-1.95 

>91000 0.42-0.81 0.52-1.01 

MSF 23000-528000 0.42-1.40 0.52-1.75 

MVC 1000-1200 1.61-2.13  

Table 2-5: Cost of fresh water production with RO desalination process [13] 

Type of feed water Size of plant (m3/day) Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

Brackish <20 4.50-10.32  

20-1200 0.62-1.06 0.78-1.33 

40000-46000 0.21-0.43 0.26-0.54 

Sea Water <100 1.20-15.00  

250-1000 1.00-3.14  

1000-4800 0.56-1.38 0.70-1.72 

15000-60000 0.38-1.30 0.48-1.62 

100000-320000 0.36-0.53 0.45-0.66 

Hybrid systems of desalination are also used to reduce the cost of fresh water production and /or increase 
the productivity. The hybrid system can be conceived not only in terms of energy source but also in terms of 
methods. MSF plant when combined with RO plant generally extends 15% cost reduction in very large 
production capacity desalination plants [13]. Similarly there are examples of successful hybridization of MED 
and RO plants. From energy perspective if wind is hybridized with solar PV the cost can go as low as 2.43 
Euro/m3 [13]. 

In overall, the cost of desalination with current generation technologies is in decreasing trend because of the 
enhanced technical knowhow in recent years. The cost of desalination with renewable energy source is much 
higher than that of conventional energy source system because of costlier energy upfront supply system. The 
freshwater production with brackish water is approximately half than that of seawater desalination. The 
thermal methods that is generally used in medium to large system for seawater desalination is comparable 
with the cost of RO process for brackish water. The technology is at mature stage for thermal system 
however the technological improvement in membrane process like RO is continuous, that could further lead 
the lowering of the cost for membrane system even for seawater desalination in future. The hybrid energy 
and/or method type desalination can also be conceived in some cases to decrease the overall cost of 
production and enhance the performance of the system [13]. 

 

2.4 Membrane Distillation Technology 

MD is an emerging technology in the desalination and it is still at research level though semi-commercialized 
small system can be found in market. MD is a relatively new process and was introduced in the late 1960s.  At 
that time, MD did not receive significant interest due to several reasons, e.g. the observed lower MD 
production compared to the reverse osmosis technique and unavailability of suitable membranes for the 
process [20]. The MD process received renewed interest within the academic communities in the early of 1980s 
when novel membranes and modules with better characteristics became available [20].  

MD is a thermally driven distillation process. The driving force for this process is not the total pressure 
difference but the difference in partial pressure of water vapor across the membrane. The difference in the 
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partial pressure of water vapor across the membrane can be accomplished by separating hot water feed-water 
stream and cold water feed-water stream by the membrane. The membrane used in MD is highly porous 
hydrophobic in nature and is designed as name suggests that only vapor can pass through it. The vapor 
pressure difference results water evaporates at the hot interface and crosses the membrane in the vapor phase 
and condenses at the cold side, giving rise to a net trans-membrane water flux that is collected as permeate. 
The most important advantage of MD process is that it does not need to operate at high temperature 
compared to the traditional distillation process, and neither at high pressure compared to the reverse osmosis. 
Thus low-grade heat (temperature in the range from 30 to 70°C) can be recovered to drive the MD process. 
According to research under MEDESOL project, seawater desalination for small scale system with 0.5 to 50 
m3/day capacity plant can be fired with solar heat source transferred from parabolic concentrator collector 
[14]. With regard to the implementation in solar driven stand-alone desalination systems MD holds important 
advantages. Altogether eight pilot plants were installed in five different countries by Fraunhofer ISE [15]. 
However, the real problem  while considering renewable energy  technologies is the optimum economic 
design and evaluation of the combined plants in order to be economically viable for remote or arid regions 
[19]. 

These days the technology is the one of the main interest and investment for the research organization 
because of its ability to utilize low grade heat in a form of waste heat/renewable energy source. Exergy 
analysis, sensitivity study and economical evaluation that has been carried out to assess the feasibility of 
Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) process, by  reveals that with heat recovery, the estimated 
water cost with MD is $1.17 m−3 [24]. 

The research under the Middle East Desalination Research Center (MEDRC) highlighted some key factors 
relevant to the MD process. According to the conclusion from its research, when operating between the same 
top and bottom temperatures as MSF plants, MD can operate at Performance Ratios about the same as the 
commercial MSF plants, while its pumping power consumption is one to two orders of magnitude lower that 
of MSF, and <1% of the heat demand [17]. Similarly, it also highlights that the MD fluxes are similar to those 
of commercial RO [17]. Additionally, it concludes that there is no obvious reason that MD membranes should 
cost more than RO ones i.e, available approximately $15 per m2 if there is a market for similar quantities [17]. 
Another important factor it highlights is that MD permeate flux is hardly affected by the concentration of the 
feed water, that possibly leads the integration of RO discharge to the MD plants [17]. Similarly, it reveals that 
MD systems are very compact and similar to RO and at least 40-fold more than other distillation desalination 
systems [17]. High salt rejection rate higher than 99% has been obtained in the research of various MD 
configurations using hydrophobic ceramic membrane [23].Nonetheless, MD is not implemented at fully 
commercial and industrial level for water purification or desalination. 

 

2.5 Raw Seawater salinity and its major constituents 

Freshwater differs from seawater by the relative amount of salt dissolved on it. Table 2-6 shows a very simple 
classification of natural water based on salt content on it. 

Table 2-6: Simple classification of natural water based on salinity [8] 

Type Total dissolved solids (TDS) Note 

Freshwater Up to 1500 Variable chemical composition 

Brackish water 1500-10000 Variable chemical composition 

Salt water >10000 Variable chemical composition 

Seawater 10000-45000 Fixed chemical composition 

Standard seawater 35000 Fixed chemical composition 

 
Freshwater may have salinity upto 1500 ppm, brackish water exhibits salinity up to 3000 to 10000 ppm while 
the salinity of the seawater ranges from 10000 ppm to 45000 ppm. 10000 ppm corresponds to water from 
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Baltic Sea whereas 45000 ppm corresponds to the salinity of water in Arabian Gulf [8]. Average seawater 
salinity is taken as 35000 ppm. A typical seawater composition is presented on Table 2-7. The main 
constituent of seawater is sodium (30%) and chloride (55%) of the total dissolved solids of seawater. Sulphate 
and magnesium are also abundant with a percentage of 8 and 4 respectively [8].    

Table 2-7: Standard seawater constituents [8] 

Chemical Ion Concentration [ppm] Percentage of total salt content [%] 

Chloride Cl- 19345 55.0 

Sodium Na+ 10752 30.6 

Sulfate SO4
2- 2701 7.6 

Magnesium Mg2+ 1295 3.7 

Calcium Ca2+ 416 1.2 

Potassium K+ 390 1.1 

Bicarbonate HCO3
- 145 0.4 

Bromide Br- 66 0.2 

Borate BO3
3- 27 0.08 

Strontium Sr2+ 13 0.04 

Fluoride F- 1 0.003 
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3 Scrutinizing Membrane Distillation Technology 

3.1 Different configurations of Membrane  

MD is a technology of separation that used thermal energy for the change of phase from liquid to vapor. It is 
a thermally driven distillation process with a membrane separation process. The membrane is permeable for 
vapor only and separates the pure distillate from the retained solution. MD offers significant advantages for 
the construction of desalination systems which are driven by solar or waste heat. 

 
Figure3-1: Membrane distillation Process 

The principle setup of MD is based on a hydrophobic, micro-porous membrane as shown in Figure 3-1. Due 
to the high surface tension of the polymeric membrane materials, liquid water is prevented from entering the 
pores, while molecular water in the vapor phase can pass through [16].  

The previous research under MEDESOL project has highlighted several general advantages and 
disadvantages of MD that can be summarized as presented in the Table 3-1. 

Generally, Membrane has different four configurations and vapor pressure difference can be created across 
membrane by four different ways. 
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Table 3-1: Pros and Cons of Membrane Distillation in general [20] 

Membrane Distillation 

Advantages Disadvantages 

100% (theoretical) rejection of ions, macromolecules, 
colloids, cells, and other non-volatiles 

High energy intensity (although energy, i.e. heat, is usually 
low grade) 

Lower operating temperatures than conventional 
distillation 

Low yield in non-batch mode; high recirculation rates in 
batch mode 

Lower operating pressures than conventional pressure-
driven membrane separation processes 

Sensitive to surfactants 

Low sensitivity to variations in process variables (e.g. pH 
and salts) 

Undesirable volatiles must be treated separately (degassing 
or other methods required) 

Good to excellent mechanical properties and chemical 
resistance 

 

Reduced vapor spaces compared to conventional 
distillation processes 

 

3.1.1 Direct Contact Membrane Distillation (DCMD) 

In DCMD, an aqueous colder solution than the feed solution is maintained in direct contact with the 
permeate side of the membrane. The trans-membrane temperature difference induces a vapor pressure 
difference. Consequently, volatile molecules evaporate at the hot liquid/vapor interface, cross the membrane 
in vapor phase and condense in the cold liquid/vapor interface inside the membrane module [21].  

 
Figure 3-2: Direct Contact Membrane Distillation 
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3.1.2 Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) 

In AGMD, a stagnant air gap is interposed between the membrane and a condensation surface so that the 
evaporated volatile molecules cross both the membrane pores and the air gap to finally condense over a cold 
surface inside the membrane module [21].  

 
Figure 3-3: Air Gap Membrane Distillation (AGMD) 

3.1.3 Sweep Gas Membrane Distillation (SGMD) 

In SGMD a cold inert gas sweeps the permeate side of the membrane carrying the vapor molecules and 
condensation takes place outside the membrane module [21].  

 
 

Figure 3-4: Sweep Gas Membrane Distillation 
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3.1.4 Vacuum MD 

In VMD, vacuum is applied in the permeate side of the membrane module by means of a vacuum pump. The 
applied vacuum pressure is lower than the saturation pressure of volatile molecules to be separated from the 
feed solution. In this case, condensation occurs outside of the membrane module [21].  

 
Figure 3-5: Vacuum MD 

Though, the potential advantages of MD process in comparison to the conventional separation processes rely 
on the lower operating temperature and hydrostatic pressure, each of four configurations of MD has its own 
advantages and disadvantages for a particular application [21]. The research adapted from MEDESOL project 
report and presented in Table 3-2 compares the different MD configuration and their potential application 
area.  

The actual merits of MD capability to utilize low-grade waste and/or alternative energy sources, such as solar 
and geothermal energy, made it more promising separation technique [21].  However, from a fully commercial 
standpoint, MD is not implemented. The main barriers to commercial implementation of MD and preventing 
MD from being a viable separation technology are as follows:  

 Relatively low permeate flux compared to other separation techniques such as reverse osmosis. 

 Permeate flux decay due to concentration and temperature polarization effects, membrane fouling 
and total or partial pore wetting. 

 Membrane and module design for MD. 

 High Thermal energy consumption: uncertain energy and economic costs for each MD configuration 
and application. 
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Table 3-2: Table: Pros and Cons of MD configuration and application area [20] 

MD  Configuration Advantages Disadvantages Application Area 

DCMD High permeate flux 

 

High conductive heat loses 
Desalination 

Water treatment 

Nuclear industry 

Food industry 

Textile industry 

Chemical Industry 

Pharmaceutical Industries 

Possible internal heat recovery High temperature polarization 
effect 

 Risk of mass contamination of 
the permeate 

AGMD Low conductive heat losses 

 

Low permeate flux due to 
resistance to mass transfer 

Desalination  

Water Treatment 

Food Industry 

Chemical Industry Low temperature polarization 
effect 

 

Possible internal heat 
Recovery 

 

SGMD Low conductive heat losses 

 

Complicated to handle the 
sweeping gas 

Desalination  

water treatment 

Chemical industry 

High permeate flux Difficult heat recovery 

VMD low conductive heat loses higher risk of pore wetting 

 

Desalination  

Water Treatment 

Food Industry 

Textile Industry 

Chemical Industry 

high permeate flux Difficult heat recovery 
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4 Basic System Definition/Major Component Description 

For the pilot plant research purpose AGMD configuration has been selected and system is conceived and 
designed based on the AGMD configuration. The principle advantage of AGMD against other configurations 
of membrane distillation arises from  the  possibility  to  condensing  the  permeate  vapors  on  a  cold  
surface  rather  than directly  in  a  cold  liquid. In  this  configuration,  the  mass  transfer  steps  involve  
movement within  the  liquid  feed  toward  the  membrane  surface,  evaporation  at  the  membrane 
interface  and  transport  of  the  vapor  through  the  membrane  pores  and  air  gap  prior  the condensation 
[22].    

This entire process of heat and mass transfer has the advantages like low conductive heat losses, low 
temperature polarization effect and possible internal heat recovery against one disadvantage of low permeate 
flux due to resistance of mass transfer. The existence of many advantages against one disadvantage also 
justifies the basis for the selection for the AGMD based system design and modeling for the research. 
Furthermore, the system selection based on AGMD also gives continuity to the previous research of KTH 
and motivates the collaboration between KTH, CSEM-UAE and Xzero for the full fledged pilot plant 
development based on semi-commercialized membrane module from Xzero, Sweden and it can be tested in 
real condition of Middle East with real seawater as feed.  

4.1 System Description 

The overall system for MD pilot plant research has been divided into four parts. The first part of the overall 
system is the MD system. The MD system consists of MD modules, heat exchanger, feed water, coolant 
water and pure water hydraulic systems. The second part is the thermal energy source that is gas turbine 
exhaust unit. The third part of the system is the heat recovery and transfer system. The fourth part of the 
system is the pre-treatment part for the feed water. These four systems needs to be integrated together to 
conceive and design the overall system for MD pilot plant.   

4.2 MD System 

The MD system design and definition has been envisaged by retaining the important outcome of previous 
research of KTH and Xzero, Sweden. To elaborate, an optimized system with two membrane modules 
connected in series to form a cascade is considered as a basis for design. Increasing the number of cascades to 
increase the capacity of fresh water production has been followed as a design guideline.  Figure 4-1 presents 
the system for MD that has been considered for the research purpose.   

A reservoir (feed water tank) collects the saline water from sea or pre-treated water from any other sources 
(RO rejected water). The water will be heat exchanged with the low pressure steam stream generated through 
heat recovery system integrated with the gas turbine exhaust to produce hot feed water.  The hot feed 
solution on the header will be distributed to a set of two membrane modules connected in series and 
collected in another header and re-circulated to the same circuit via storage tank.  A total of 5 sets of 
membrane cascade (10 membrane modules with 2 modules in each cascade) have been conceived. Similarly, 
to maintain cold side, cold sea water without any processing will be continuously distributed by header in 
each parallel circuit and recollected in another header and re-circulated through a very large reservoir or 
taking sea as reservoir as shown in the Figure 4-1. The temperature difference between hot feed water and 
cold sea water creates trans-membrane vapor pressure difference that is the driving force for the production 
of pure water. Thermal energy from hot feed water at high temperature helps creates temperature difference. 
The pure water from both membrane modules in cascades and in parallel are collected in a separate header. 
In this way, the energy gain on the cold side will be rejected to the sea water. 
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Figure 4-1: Layout of proposed MD system adapted from pre-study KTH [3] 

4.3 Gas Turbine  

Gas turbine exhaust has been conceived to be the thermal energy source of the proposed membrane 
distillation pilot plant system. The Gas Turbine unit proposed to be used for the research purpose is one of 
the installed gas turbine unit (out of two units installed) in the Al Hamra Power plant in RAK/UAE. The gas 
turbine is the aero-derivative duel fuel type gas turbine from General Electric (GE) as shown in the Figure 4-
2. 
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Figure 4-2: Gas Turbine configuration considered for the research 

The model is GE LM 2500 PE with 18 MW rated electrical capacity. However, the gas turbine unit is 
producing electrical power at an average capacity of 15-16 MW year round. The turbine -generator set details 
of the power plant is presented in Table 4-1.  

Table 4-1: Turbine-Generator set detail information adapted from information provided by Al Hamra Power Plant 
RAK/UAE  

No. Description Unit Turbine -1 Turbine – 2 

1 Make - GE GE 

2 Model - 7LM2500 PE/ML G06 7LM2500 PE MDW-G04 

3 Rated Capacity kW 18000 18000 

4 Number of units - 1 1 

5 Load on Turbine % 75 80 

6 Net Power Output kW 15000 16000 

7 Max. Rating of Alternator kW 180000 180000 

8 Alternator Cooling Media - Air Air 

The capacity of the gas turbine unit is less than the rated one possibly because of the high ambient inlet air 
properties of the region and the relatively old gas turbine model (about 20 years old). Similarly, the turbine 
input and output specification information are presented in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2: Turbine input and output specification information provided by Al Hamra Power Plant RAK/UAE 

1 Intake Air Temp. Deg. C 43 

2 Net Power Output kW 14500 

3 Heat Rate  Kcal/kW 12500 

4 Intake Air Mass Flow CFM 120000 

5 Fuel Consumption Cu. m/hr 4800 

6 Exhaust Gas Flow Kg/sec 64 

7 Exhaust Gas Temp. Deg. C 539 

Furthermore, the Table 4-3 presents the various thermodynamic properties of the installed gas turbine system 
that helps approximate the thermal energy available on the exhaust of the gas turbine unit. The 
approximation is based on the heat recovery of exhaust from various exhaust temperature to 100°C of stack 
temperature. The detail thermodynamic analysis will be presented in the ensuing chapter.  
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Table 4-3: Thermodynamic properties of the gas turbine and approximation of the available energy adapted from the 
information provided by Al Hamra Power Plant RAK/UAE 

Compressor Inlet Air Temperature [T1], °C 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 

Compressor Inlet Air pressure [P1], bar 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Mass flow rate of fuel [mf], kg/hr 5160 4970 4790 4570 4330 

Mass flow rate of fuel [mf], kg/s 1.43 1.38 1.33 1.27 1.20 

Temperature after compressor [T2],  °C 458 464 469 473 477 

Pressure after compressor [P2],  bar 18.27 17.71 17.11 16.37 15.46 

Temperature before power turbine [T4], ° C 824 824 824 824 824 

Exhaust Temperature [T5], ° C 540 544 550 557 567 

Mass flow rate of exhaust gas [mg],  kg/s 69.80 67.80 65.50 62.70 59.00 

Cp of gas,  kJ/KgK 1.15 1.16 1.17 1.18 1.21 

Efficiency Geff, Meff 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Mass flow rate of air [ma], kg/s 68.37 66.42 64.17 61.43 57.80 

Cp of air kJ/KgK 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 

Q, exhaust, kW, if gas is cooled to 100 °C 35400 34900 34400 33900 33200 

The estimation gives an impression that thermal energy availability on the exhaust gas varies approximately 
from 33 MW to 35 MW according to the inlet air temperature to the gas turbine intake. If the inlet air dry 
bulb temperature by any means can be maintained at 10°C, the thermal power availability on the exhaust can 
be approximately 35 MW and at 50°C, it can decrease to approximately 33 MW. The calculation has been 
done assuming that the exhaust of the gas turbine has been cooled to 100°C after heat recovery. Therefore, 
for the design purpose of the MD system waste heat recovery boiler for the worst case scenario, a minimum 
availability of 33 MW thermal and/or  energy can be ensured as the safe design input parameter considering 
the final exhaust temperature at 100°C. 

4.4 Heat Recovery System Configuration 

To select a particular configuration for the technologies for recovering gas turbine exhaust energy multiple 
factors like: economical prospects, efficiency of the overall plant, co-generation possibilities, future expansion 
probability etc are considered.   

For the purpose of the research that is pre-dominantly directed for designing pilot plant MD with ten 
membrane modules system as described in the system diagram presented in Figure 4-1, the thermal energy 
requirement can be approximately estimated to be 140 kW in worst case scenario based on previous KTH 
research outcome of specific thermal energy consumption for ten membrane modules with five cascades. 
Furthermore, on the basis of the primary and secondary information analyzed from various sources, it is 
revealed that the higher the capacity of the waste heat recovery system, the lower the specific cost of 
installation of the recovery.  

However, the huge amount of the availability of 33 MW of waste heat from the gas turbine unit in the 
existing condition, compared to the very less amount required that is about 140 kW for pilot plant purpose, 
make it necessary to design either the small capacity heat recovery unit that fits 140 kW requirement or design 
large waste heat recovery system for other application and use a small bleeding of steam for desalination pilot 
plant.  To address this particular issue, the research forwards a step more than the scope and objective of the 
research and identifies and proposes multi generation systems ensuring energy source to pilot plant 
desalination along with other applications like inlet air cooling, absorption chilling with double and triple 
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effect, co-generation with steam turbine etc.  To elaborate in detail, the recovery path can take either high 
pressure waste heat recovery or low pressure waste heat recovery as shown in Figure 4-3.  

The thermal energy source for the pilot plant MD system is the exhaust of the gas turbine unit. The heat 
energy from the exhaust gas is conceived to be recovered first in Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) 
alternatively it is also known as waste heat recovery boiler.   

The heat recovery system to be integrated to the gas turbine exhaust can be conceived with different 
configurations. The configurations proposed are based on the available commercial  

 

Figure 4-3: Exhaust gas waste heat recovery path 

If high pressure waste heat recovery path is implemented, a extraction cum condensing steam turbine has to 
be used after high pressure waste heat recovery system to produce both electrical power from steam turbine 
and a small extraction of low pressure steam equivalent to the energy requirement (approx. 140 kW) for the 
pilot plant research of the MD system. Figure 4-4 presents a system diagram for gas turbine exhaust gas heat 
recovery that produces both electricity and low pressure steam for catering desalination load. 
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Figure 4-4: Combined cycle mode with gas turbine, steam turbine, HRSG and desalination 

If low pressure waste heat recovery path is implemented, a low pressure waste heat recovery system can be 
used that can produce low pressure steam according to the MD system and additional recovered energy can 
be used for other research purpose or inlet air cooling of the gas turbine unit through multi effect absorption 
chillers. Figure 4-5 presents a typical system configuration that follows low pressure heat recovery path. 
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Figure 4-5: Gas turbine based co-generation system following low pressure heat recovery path 

However in both case, the recovery of complete energy from the exhaust gas is proposed because of the 
economical and technical feasibility reasons. The detail thermodynamic analysis of the Heat recovery steam 
generator integrated with gas turbine and MD system is carried out considering the high pressure system path 
and presented in the Result and Discussion chapter.   

 

4.5 Feed Water Pre-treatment System 

To increase the effectiveness of the membranes to be used in proposed membrane distillation pilot plant, it 
has been conceived that integration of pre-treatment procedures needs to be required before the sea water is 
circulated through the membranes. It has been conceived that the pre-treatment processes can be maintained 
similar to the pretreatment processes applicable to Reverse Osmosis plants so that quality of the feed water is 
similar and comparable. To proceed investigation about pre-treatment processes actually implemented in 
existing Reverse Osmosis plants, a visit to an existing Reverse Osmosis Plant in the nearby area that is based 
on the same quality of sea feed-water has been completed. The Reverse Osmosis desalination plant is also 
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one of the stakeholders of the investment authority of the CSEM-UAE and can be linked together if hybrid 
investigation of the RO plant and Membrane Distillation plant is necessary. The objective of the visit to the 
RO plant is to know the actual pre-treatment processes that are required for RO plant and the quality of the 
water that is generally fed as feed water to the RO plant.  The visit helped garnered some of the very 
important information about desalination and sea water and feed water quality that is streamed to the RO 
plant used in the region for desalination purpose. The information is briefed in the ensuing paragraph.  

The temperature of sea water is varying all round the year. As the source water is from sea and it has high 
Total dissolved solid (TDS), pre treatment is a must to increase the life of the membranes used for 
desalination technology. It is found that sea water of the nearby sea is having PH almost neutral (7-8) TDS 
about 47000mg/l that is quite high. Source of sea water is similar for the existing RO plant and proposed 
membrane distillation pilot plant, a replication of pretreatment procedures that can feed same quality of feed 
water to the membrane distillation pilot plant has been conceived. To save the investment required for the 
pretreatment for membrane distillation, transportation of the pre-treated water can be directly fed in the feed 
water reservoir of the membrane distillation pilot plant.  The pretreatment processes for RO plant consists of 
sea water treatment with coagulants (FeCl3/Al3Cl), anti scaling agent (HCl/H2SO4) and Chlorine (Cl) as 
chemical pretreatment. Further pretreatment consist of the use of settlement tank, multimedia and fine filters 
for improving the feed quality to RO process.  

4.6 Major component Description 

4.6.1 Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) 

HRSGs can be operated with gas turbine in either the cogeneration mode or the combined-cycle mode. In 
the co-generation mode, steam produced from the HRSG is used directly for process application whereas in 
combined-cycle mode, power is generated via steam-turbine-generator and extraction of steam at low 
pressure is taken from steam turbine for process application.  In the combined-cycle mode, the efficiency of 
the combined gas-turbine-plus-HRSG system can reach 55-60% (LHV basis) with today’s advanced 
machines, while in the cogeneration mode; system efficiency can be as high as 75-85% [25].  

 
Figure 4-6: Typical diagram of HRSG with typical heat transfer diagram [25] 
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Figure 4-6 presents the typical diagram of the HRSG with a typical heat transfer profile. The HRSG generates 
steam recovering the energy in the exhaust from the gas turbine. The proposed HRSG design includes single 
pressure system. Though, the unit comes with or without supplementary firing, the proposed system is 
without supplementary firing. The engineering design of the HRSG starts with the evaluation of its steam 
generation capability and gas and steam temperature profiles. Two variable that directly affect steam 
production and the gas and steam temperature profiles are the pinch point and the approach point. Selection 
of these two variables also affects the size of the super-heater, the evaporator and the economizer. For 
unfired HRSG, these points are taken to be approximately in between 10-30 °C. In HRSG, steam production 
is affected by the conditions of the exhaust gas leaving the gas turbine (such as flow rate, temperature, and 
gas analysis) and entering the HRSG. Also, these parameters vary with ambient conditions, elevation, gas 
turbine load and fuel fired [25].  

Forced circulation HRSG, in which the tubes are horizontal and gas flow is vertical is proposed for the 
recovery of the energy for the pilot plant desalination research. This configuration minimizes the use of land 
space. The units are internally insulated with ceramic-fiber insulation with an alloy steel liner. The insulation 
thickness ranges from 4-6 inch. Pinch point has been considered to be 10°C.  Extended surface is 
recommended to be used in the super-heater, evaporator and economizer. This is because a large surface area 
is required as a result of the low pinch and approach temperature. The extended surfaces helps make the 
HRSG design very compact and lower gas pressure drop can be achieved. For evaporator and economizers, 
fin densities of 4 to 5 fins/inch are recommended. Fin height can vary from 0.5 to 1 inch. Fin thickness is 
typically from 0.05 to 0.075 in. A low fin density is recommended for super-heater due to their low tube-side 
heat transfer coefficient. Table 4-4 presents the general design features of the proposed HRSG.  

Table 4-4: General design feature of the proposed HRSG [25] 

Gas Inlet Temperature 430-540 

Gas/Steam Ratio 5.5-7.0 

Burner No 

Fuel No 

Casing Insulation, 4-6 inch Ceramic 

Circulation Forced 

Back Pressure 6-10 inch w.c. 

Configuration Single Pressure 

Other Convective Design; Finned Tubes 

Detail constructing design of each heat exchanger is recommended to be followed with close co-operation 
with the manufacturers. However, thermodynamic analysis of the whole system considering combined cycle 
mode is carried out and the HRSG temperature profile is presented in the result section.   

The selection of a particular HRSG design basically requires the analysis of the dust quality of the exhaust flue 
gas, back pressure effect on the gas turbine, size and capacity of the exhaust flue gas, space availability for the 
system erection and many more. The HRSG is specifically engineered and built to the design requirement and 
specifications. Usually, special sizes, sources of heat and auxiliary equipment are no problem technically but it 
matters a lot in economic term if the size is smaller. A general system consists of specially designed three-way 
automatic and pneumatically operated, diverter valve that allows facility of bypassing the HRSG without 
stopping the source equipment. Linear movement of valve assures and positive pneumatic pressure eliminates 
possibility of any leakage. Insulation thickness is selected scientifically to minimize heat loss even at a high 
flue gas temp. 

Back pressure control on flue gas side is very important from safety point of view. Usually manufacturers 
provide automatic flue gas monitoring & control system with HRSG. If the back pressure exceeds the 
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predetermined value, the diverter valve automatically diverts the flue gases to stack. This saves the source 
(Gas turbine) from getting subjected to excessive back pressure.  

Similarly, high steam pressure control system is also required. Usually manufacturers provide automatic steam 
pressure monitoring & control system. If the steam pressure exceeds the predetermined value, the flue gases 
are automatically diverted to stack. This eliminates frequent operation of safety relief valve.  

Furthermore, low water level safety trip system needs to be incorporated in HRSG. In case the level falls 
below safe level, the flue gases automatically bypass the HRSG and go to stack. This eliminates boiler tubes 
overheating. Generally the feed pump & drum level controller system maintains desired level. Anyhow in case 
of abnormal situation the level can drop in spite of above system due to various reasons such as unavailability 
of water in feed water tank, malfunctioning of drum level controller etc.  

To conclude the discussion about the HRSG option for the existing gas turbine exhaust waste heat recovery 
system, economically it is not recommended to design and manufacture HRSG system of 140 kW for small 
system for the proposed pilot MD system. It is recommended to design for the complete HRSG with 33 MW 
thermal energy recovery that can be incorporated as combined cycle mode.  

4.6.2 Membrane Distillation Modules  

A total of 10 number of membrane distillation modules are proposed to be used in the MD system. Two 
modules are conceived to be connected in series and 5 number of cascade is proposed for the system for the 
pilot plant. Each module consists of 10 cassettes with total membrane area of 2.3 m2. The cassettes are 
stacked together to form the membrane distillation module. The membrane material is PTFE with the 
porosity of 80% and thickness of 0.1 micro meter. The width of the air gap of AGMD is 1 mm. The 
membrane module is made up of nine feed channel, nine permeate channel, and the size of the module is 63 
cm wide and 73 cm high with a stack thickness of 17.5 cm. A photograph of the membrane module is shown 
in Figure 4-7. The modules are developed by Xzero Company of Sweden and the development status of the 
modules is at semi-commercialized stage. The modules are based on air-gap membrane distillation 
configuration [6]. 

 

 
Figure 4-7: A picture of Membrane Distillation module from Xzero Sweden [6] 
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5 Membrane Parameters, Operating Variables and 

Theoretical Modeling of AGMD System 

Modeling the system of AGMD requires defining the membrane material parameter, and applicable operating 
variables of the system. The ensuing paragraph provides a short overview of the membrane parameters and 
operating variable applicable for modeling the AGMD system. 

5.1 Membrane parameters affecting MD process 
5.1.1 Membrane Material 

The membranes used in MD process are prepared using polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 
and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). These membranes are available in capillary or flat-sheet forms. A good 
porous membrane should exhibit low membrane resistance to mass transfer, high liquid entry pressure of 
water to maintain the membrane pores dry, low thermal conductivity to prevent heat loss through the 
membrane matrix, good thermal stability and excellent chemical resistance to most of the feed solutions. The 
relationship between the trans-membrane flux and the different membrane characteristic parameters is given 
by equation (5-1). 

           (5-1)  

Where N is the molar flux, r the mean pore size of the membrane pores, a factor whose value equals 1 or 2 
for Knudsen diffusion and viscous fluxes, respectively, δm the membrane thickness, ε the membrane porosity 
and τ is the membrane tortuosity [21].  

5.1.2 Membrane Porosity 

Membrane porosity is an important parameter affecting MD flux. Membranes with higher porosity exhibit 
greater surface area for evaporation. In general, the MD membrane porosity lies between 30 and 85%. 
Research shows that higher membrane porosity, results in higher permeate fluxes regardless of which MD 
configuration is used. Furthermore, membrane with high porosity exhibit lower conductive heat loss since the 
conductive heat transfer coefficient of the gases entrapped within the membrane pores is an order of 
magnitude smaller than that of the hydrophobic polymer used for membrane preparation [21].  

5.1.3 Membrane Pore Size 

The membranes used in MD have pores sizes ranging from 100 nm to 1 micro meter and the MD flux 
increases with the increase of the pore size. In order to avoid wettability of membrane pores, the pore size 
must be as small as possible leading to a conflict with the requirement of higher MD permeability. An 
optimum value is needed to be determined for each MD application depending on the type of the feed 
solution to be treated [21].  

5.1.4 Pore size distribution 

In general the membranes employed in MD exhibit a pore size distribution rather than a uniform pore size. 
Therefore, more than one mechanism can take place simultaneously to different extent depending on the 
pore size and on the MD operating conditions. Literature suggests that the effect of membrane pore size 
distribution is not studied yet in AGMD [21].  
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5.1.5 Membrane surface chemistry 

The membrane in MD acts only as a support of the vapor/liquid interfaces and does not modify the 
vapor/liquid equilibrium of the feed aqueous solutions. However, the membrane must be resistant to the feed 
solutions. One of the major requirements of MD process relies on the use of hydrophobic membranes to 
maintain dry the membrane pores. Hydrophobicity can be achieved by either using hydrophobic materials 
such as polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and polyvinylidene fluoride 
(PVDF) or by making the membrane surface energy as low as possible by means of different surface 
modification techniques of hydrophilic membranes [21].  

5.1.6 Membrane module geometry 

Flat-sheet membranes in plate and frame modules or spiral wound modules and capillary membranes in 
tubular modules are used for studies. The design of MD modules must permit high feed and permeate flow 
rates with high turbulence and low pressure drop along the membrane module. Due to the fact that MD is a 
non-isothermal process, the design of the MD modules must not only provide good flow conditions, low 
pressure drop and high packing density but must also guarantee a good heat recovery function and thermal 
stability. A spiral wound module with integrated heat recovery has been proposed for AGMD integrated with 
solar-powered desalination system [21]. 

5.1.7 Membrane Tortuosity 

Membrane tortuosity is the average length of the pores compared to the membrane thickness. In MD studies 
and in order to predict the trans-membrane flux, a value of 2 is frequently assumed for tortuosity factor. 
Generally, the membrane pores do not go straight across the membrane and the diffusing molecules must 
move along tortuous paths, which lead to lower MD fluxes. The MD flux is inversely proportional to the 
membrane thickness times its tortuosity [21].  

5.1.8 Membrane Thickness 

The permeate flux in MD configuration in general is inversely proportional to the membrane thickness. 
Membrane thickness plays a significant role in dictating the resistance to mass transfer. To obtain a high MD 
permeability, the membrane should be as thin as possible. On the contrary, to achieve better heat efficiency 
the membrane should be as thick as possible due to the fact that in MD heat loss by conduction takes place 
through the membrane matrix. However research shows that in AGMD configuration, the influence of using 
thicker membrane seems negligible due to the predominant resistance to mass transfer provided by the 
stagnant air gap. The optimum thickness has been estimated and found to be within the range of 30–60 
micro- meter [21].  

5.2 Operating variables affecting MD process 
5.2.1 Feed Temperature 

Research reveals that in all MD configurations there is an exponential increase of the MD flux with the 
increase of the feed temperature. It is due to the exponential increase of the vapor pressure of the feed 
solution with temperature, which increases the trans-membrane vapor pressure [21]. The feed temperature 
typically ranges between 60°C and 90°C [20] though lower temperatures can also be used [20]. It is 
recommended to work under high feed temperature though temperature polarization effect increases with the 
feed temperature. In case of aqueous solution containing a volatile component, the exponential increase in 
permeate flux with the inlet feed temperature may be impeded by the drop in selectivity. It could be due to 
the effect of both temperature and concentration polarization with the increase of feed temperature [21].  
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However, it must be mentioned that operation on very high temperatures i.e.90°C may cause reduction of 
membrane selectivity and severe scaling problems [20]. 

5.2.2 Coolant Temperature 

The general effect of increasing the coolant temperature is more likely to result in lower permeate flux. This is 
related to the decrease of the trans-membrane vapor pressure as far as the feed temperature is kept constant. 
However there is a negligible effect of coolant temperature (temperature of the cooling plate) rise in the case 
of AGMD. In this configuration, the heat transfer coefficient in the air gap dominates the overall heat 
transfer coefficient and therefore changes of the coolant temperature will have little effects on the AGMD 
flux. Therefore, it is more convenient to increase the feed side temperature rather than to decrease the 
coolant side temperature in order to obtain higher MD flux [21]. 

5.2.3 Feed Concentration 

The effect of feed concentration on trans-membrane flux depends strongly on the separation process itself 
(i.e. volatile or non-volatile solute). When non-volatile solutes are considered, the most likely effect of the 
feed concentration is to result in a decrease in the permeate flux in all MD configurations. This can be 
attributed to several causes: vapor pressure reduction due to the salt effect, concentration polarization at the 
membrane surface (formation of boundary layer on the membrane surface), and increased temperature 
polarization. However, the effect of increased feed concentration from different studies could be classified as 
slight to modest. On the other hand, when aqueous solutions containing volatile components (such as 
alcohols) are considered, the effect of increasing solute concentration depends upon the thermodynamic 
properties of the involved volatile compound and its interaction with water; and generally, will result in 
increasing the permeate flux [20]. 

5.2.4 Feed Flow Rate 

In most of the studies, the effect of the feed flow rate is to increase the permeate. This is due to the increase 
in transfer coefficient in the feed side of the membrane module and to reduce the temperature and 
concentration polarization effects by the mixing effect resulted from higher turbulence inside the feed 
channel. Such turbulence brings the temperature at the membrane surface closer to the bulk feed 
temperature. However, the effect of flow rate on yield is less than half of the influence of feed temperature; 
and its significance is obvious at higher temperatures especially associated with higher trans-membrane 
temperature drop. In general, the relationship between yield and feed flow rate is linear up to a certain limit, 
where it then has no effect on the flux [20]. 

5.2.5 Coolant Flow Rate 

In the case of AGMD, the effect of the coolant flow rate is almost negligible because of the dominant heat 
transfer in the air gap.  

5.2.6 Trans-membrane temperature difference 

The driving force in MD is the trans-membrane vapor pressure, which can be applied in the case of DCMD, 
AGMD and SGMD by a temperature difference between the feed and permeate side of the membrane 
module. Flux increases linearly with hot to cold side temperature difference and increases slightly when 
coupled with a rise in feed concentration, as the boundary layer increases and contribute to the temperature 
polarization effect. Moreover, the slope at which flux increases with temperature drop tends to decrease at 
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higher values. However, it should be noted that such tendencies are related to temperature and concentration 
polarization effects which are affected by feed flow rates [20].  
 

5.3 Modeling Membrane Distillation System 
 
Regardless of the MD configuration used, water and volatiles evaporate from the liquid vapor interface on the 
feed side of the membrane, diffuse across the membrane, and are either condensed or are removed from the 
membrane module as vapor on the permeate side [20]. The main purpose of MD process modeling is to 
estimate the permeate flux depending on the membrane properties, module design and operation conditions 
[20]. Since the mechanism of transport in MD involves simultaneously both heat and mass transfer; 
understanding the heat mass transfer resistance imposed by the membrane material and boundary layers in 
relation with different design and operation conditions is crucial in developing a valid model for the MD 
configuration under consideration. 

Figure 5-1 presents the cross-section of the AGMD module and the ensuing paragraph describes a short 
overview of the heat and mass transfer process that occurs in AGMD module while operation. The system 
consists of the flow channel for the hot solution where feed water flows, a highly porous membrane, an air 
gap, a thin condensate layer and a channel for the coolant.  

 
Figure 5-1: Cross section of AGMD Module 

From the theoretical standpoint, the heat and mass transport is divided on the following six steps. 

 Heat is transported from the bulk to the membrane surface, and then non-volatile components 
diffuse from the membrane surface to the bulk  

 Water in the contaminant evaporates in the hot solution  

 Water vapor diffuses through the membrane  

 Water  vapor  diffuses  through  the  air  gap,  from  the  membrane  surface  to  the condensate wall  

 Water vapor condenses on the condensate wall  

 Heat is transported through the condensate wall to the coolant   
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5.3.1 Heat and Mass Transfer processes involved in AGMD 

In AGMD the heat transfer processes is very important and is the major rate controlling steps in the MD 
process [20]. To analyze the heat transfer mechanism, a cross section of AGMD cassette shown in Figure 5-1 
is considered. Heat transfer is carried out in four steps: (1) heat flux from the feed solution to the evaporation 
surface of the membrane across the thermally boundary layer in the feed side of the membrane module (2) 
heat flux by conduction and latent heat of vaporization across the membrane; (3) heat transfer from the 
permeate side of the membrane to the condensation layer/film on condensation plate; (4) heat transfer from 
the condensation film to the cooling liquid across the condensation plate and thermal boundary layer of the 
cooling liquid [20]. 

Similarly, mass transport of a volatile species in general occurs in two steps [20], (1) mass transport from the 
bulk feed solution to the seed membrane surface, (2) mass transport through the membrane pores and (3) 
mass transport from the membrane surface to permeate bulk liquid. In the case of AGMD configuration, the 
mass transported through the membrane is affected by diffusion through the pores and free convection in the 
air gap [20]. 

5.3.2 Theoretical Modeling equations of heat and mass transport 

According to the research article from Jönsson et al. [5], membrane distillation can be described as the process 
in which a hot condensable vapor is diffusing at steady state through a stagnant film of non condensable gas 
to a cold surface where the vapor condenses. A brief of the explanation given by Jönsson et al [5] is also 
presented in the ensuing paragraph. The theoretical modeling equations considered for heat and mass transfer 
and energy analysis are based on the research article by Jönsson et al [5].  

As shown in Figure 5-2, the hot solution flows in the x direction and some mass is lost in the z direction due 
to evaporation. At steady state the molar flux, N, of a vapor diffusing through a stagnant air gap is described 
as: 

             (5-2) 

Where C is the molar concentration and D is the diffusion coefficient for the water vapor-air mixture. 
Although there is a slight effect on the molar flux, the simultaneous mass transfer most directly affects the 
rate of heat transfer. In this case, the sensible heat, E, includes two terms encompassing conductive and 
diffusive contributions: 

            (5-3) 

Where k is the effective thermal conductivity, Cp is the heat capacity and Tc is the absolute temperature of 
coolant. Differential equations (5-2) and (5-3) are solved in the region of membrane and the air gap. The 
factors C and D and air conductivity kair are obtained according to two empirically derived relations valid for 
water vapor-air mixtures at around 40°C: 

            (5-4) 

             (5-5) 
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Figure 5-2: Schematic representation of the membrane distillation 

The effective thermal conductivity coefficient k for the membrane region is assumed to be obtained from 
standard porous media relations, i.e. 

            (5-6) 

Where, Φ and kmembrane are the membrane porosity and thermal conductivity. It is possible to obtain explicit 
expressions for molar and energy fluxes when the above relations are substituted into Equations (5-4) and (5-
5). Although these expressions have no exact analytical solutions, there are two empirical equations that yield 
sufficiently accurate values, i.e.: 

          (5-7) 

And  

        (5-8) 

Where,     

and k and kair should be evaluated at T h . In the above, Vc is mole fraction of water vapor at the condensate 
surface and Vh is the mole fraction of water vapor at the evaporation surface. The mass flux equation is 
obtained from the molar flux equation: 

          (5-9) 

Equation (5-8) is the formula used in theoretical calculations. In these calculations Th and Tc are the average 
bulk temperature for hot and cold sides: 
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6 System Modeling, Design Constraint and Modeling 

Assumption 

The analysis of the membrane distillation system is performed using a simple system model of membrane 
developed in EES software package. The model is based on the conservation of mass and energy along a 
membrane module in individual basis. The outcome of the individual membrane module is then added and 
multiplied according to the number and order of modules defined in the entire system so that the modeling 
satisfy all the design constraints and modeling assumptions. The components are modeled using a variety of 
performance indicators or figures of merits, and thermodynamic relations. One of the modeling objectives is 
also to study the parameters of the membrane modules with the major performance indices. The modeling of 
the components are done as detail as possible.  

The most important performance indicator factor is the indicator that hints the distillate flow rate of the 
proposed system. The distillate flow rate performance is evaluated on the basis of the modeling of the 
membrane module with certain feed water and coolant flow rate. The distillate flow rate also depends on 
other membrane parameters and operating variables as described in chapter 5. The parameters of the 
membrane material has been considered as input variables for the simulation purpose and are directly taken 
with reference to the previous study of the MD system that is accomplished by the collaborative research 
between KTH department of energy technology and Xzero company of Sweden.  

Similarly, the optimization of the proposed membrane distillation system in EES is done not only on the 
basis of maximum yield that can be achieved but also evaluating energy flux that may require producing the 
yield. Yield in terms of distillate flow rate has been maximized with a certain input of feed water and coolant 
water flow. The temperature of the feed water and coolant water is changed and the distillate flow is 
compared with different temperature.    

Therefore, the followed designing approach is little bit complex, where the system solution is compared, not 
only how much efficient the system is, on the basis of energy consumption and yield, but also to what extent 
the proposed system can be used for utilizing low grade energy source like waste heat. Still, there are many 
other factors that are not considered as a priority in the design and modeling of the membrane distillation 
system for seawater desalination. For example one of the important factors could be the detail design 
parameter of the membrane module. The thesis has taken the design parameters of the membrane module 
developed by Xzero and optimized by previous research of KTH as the black box. The project is limited to 
the study of the possibility of the membrane distillation system from energy and yield perspective as far as 
technical evaluation is concerned. Therefore, the design optimization of the components in detail is not 
considered while modeling as well. The ensuing paragraph presents some of the important design constraints 
and modeling assumptions considered for obtaining the simulation result.  

6.1 Design Constraints 

 System design has taken two membrane module connected in cascade but separately collected 
distillate in the same header. The cascade design can help better energy utilization and improved yield 
for each circulation of the water as feed water through the membrane modules. 

 A total number of ten membrane modules with five cascades are considered as the prototype system 
design constraint.  

 Though gas turbine exhaust energy is available in abundant at various megawatt level compared to 
the required energy source for pilot plant prototype of ten membrane modules with five cascades, 
only required amount of gas turbine exhaust will be diverted for the heat recovery purpose.  
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 Capacity of the gas turbine exhaust gas waste heat recovery boiler has been sized according to the 
need of the prototype. In general, waste heat recovery boiler, is sized to recover the maximum 
amount of available energy on the exhaust of gas turbine unit because of the benefit associated to the 
economics of scale.  

 Membrane modules are taken as black box for the study purpose and the design parameters of 
membrane modules are considered in compliance to the semi commercialized membrane modules 
produced from Xzero Company of Sweden and optimized in previous research in KTH, Department 
of energy technology. 

 Level of pretreatment required for feed water quality is considered similar as the pretreatment 
required in general RO plant installed for desalination purpose. The study visit report of the existing 
RO plant in the RAK/UAE region is considered for the purpose.  

6.2 Modeling Assumptions 

 Yield, in terms of distillate, for an individual membrane module is evaluated by using EES 
programming software. Heat and mass transfer equations are used in the software to perform the 
simulation. Output parameter of first module of first cascade is considered as an input parameter for 
the second module connected in series in the same cascade. Outlet feed water temperature of first 
module is the inlet feed water temperature for second module in series. Yields from both modules in 
cascade are added to get the total yield from one cascade. Yield from the entire system is 
approximated by multiplying yield from one cascade with number of cascades proposed in the 
proposed system.  

 For modeling purpose coolant water temperature is proposed to be taken as 30°C. However, 
simulation result with coolant water temperature of 40°C, 20°C and 10°C will be compared to the 
yield with 30°C.  

 For modeling purpose maximum feed water temperature of 85°C will be considered because of the 
limitations associated to membrane temperature withstand capacity, excessive scaling and fouling 
problem, increased polarization effects etc. These limitations are considered as it has been 
highlighted in previous research.  

 Porosity of the membrane is assumed as 0.8. 

 Membrane thickness is assumed as 0.001meter 

 Air gap length is assumed as 0.01 meter 

 Feed water and coolant water flow rate is assumed as the 1200kg/hour. The assumption is 
considered as it has been optimized by the previous research on membrane distillation by the KTH. 

 Based on the recommendation of previous research of KTH for the membrane distillation modeling, 
linear increase in flow with respect to feed water temperature after 75°C is considered to evaluate the 
adjusted yield from the entire system.  
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7 Result and Discussion 

7.1 MD Module, System and Distillate  

The simulation of a membrane module has been carried out in EES simulation software. In compliance with 
the heat and mass transfer modeling equations proposed for evaluating the distillate flow rate from MD 
module, equations syntax codes are entered in the EES software. Design constraint, modeling assumption 
and membrane input parameters are considered according to the information received from the previous 
research databases of KTH. Simulation is done for one membrane module by varying feed water temperature, 
coolant water temperature and other membrane parameters according to system diagram requirement and 
results are recorded and plotted to give output in terms of whole MD system with 10 modules or 5 cascades. 
To evaluate the distillate flow rate from first membrane module of the first cascade, coolant water 
temperature has been fixed to be 30°C and feed water temperature is varied from 40°C to 85°C. Simulated 
result has been adjusted considering linear variation on the flow after 75°C of the feed water temperature. 
The adjustment trend is proposed by the previous simulation experimental validation by KTH.  

 
Figure 7-1: Distillate from MD modules, MD cascade and MD system  

The feed water temperature for the second module in the first cascade is taken according to the simulated 
outlet temperature from the first module. As it is below 75°C there is no question of adjusting flow for the 
second module of the cascade. Total distillate for one cascade has been calculated by adding the adjusted 
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distillate from first module and simulated result from second module connected in series. Total distillate for 
one cascade is multiplied by five times to get total system distillate trend for the proposed system with 10 
modules and five cascades.  Figure 7-1 depicts distillate flow rate result for first membrane module in a 
cascade, second membrane module in series with first membrane module in the same cascade, total cascade 
flow rate and total system distillate flow rate. The trends are based on adjusted flow rate fixing the coolant 
water temperature of 30°C. The flow rate for both feed water and coolant water is fixed to be 1200kg/hour.  
The trend shows that distillate flow rate from a cascade is about 30 kg/hour for the fixed temperatures on 
hot and cold side and flow rate. Similarly, the total distillate flow rate from the MD system module is 154 
kg/hour for the same conditions. 

 

 
Figure 7-2: Trend of simulated and adjusted distillate flow 

Figure 7-2 presents the trend of simulated result at a fixed coolant side temperature of 30°C with all the 
design and modeling conditions and parameter as mentioned for the whole MD system proposed. The trend 
of simulated result shows that after 75°C of feed water temperature, the distillate flow rate trend increases at 
higher rate as seen in the figure. However, according to the experimental validation from KTH, the flow rate 
trend remains on the linear increase because of temperature and concentration polarization effect on this 
range of temperature. Therefore, the flow rate is adjusted based on the assumption that there is linear increase 
in flow after 75°C that is commensurate to the findings from the KTH previous research. The whole 
calculation is based on the adjusted flow rate trend. The simulated flow result at 85°C is 190 kg/hour and the 
adjusted flow at the same temperature is 154 kg/hour.  
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Figure 7-3: Increase in distillate at lower coolant temperature 

Figure 7-3 presents the trend of adjusted distillate flow for the proposed pilot MD system by varying coolant 
side temperature. According to the trends, the decrease in the coolant side temperature helps increase the 
distillate flow rate. For instance, at the feed water temperature of 85°C, the distillate is 140 kg/hr, 154 kg/hr 
and 160 kg/hr for the coolant temperature of 40°C, 30 °C and 20°C respectively. The trend helps deduce that 
the lower the cold side temperature the higher the distillate flow rate.  It is recommended to use the least 
possible coolant side water temperature for getting higher distillate flow rate.  

The results have further been up-scaled to produce 1m3/hour and 25 m3/hour of distillate to find an 
approximate trend of the economics of scale of the plants for commercial purpose. The up-scaled results for 
higher capacity plants have been taken as reference to calculate the specific cost of distillate water production 
through MD technology.  The first hand simulation result and the further up-scaled results have been 
presented in the Table 7-1. The tabulated results presents the summary of the simulation where MD hot side 
feed water temperature is fixed at 85°C and MD cold side coolant temperature for 30°C. To achieve the 
coolant side temperature at 30°C, the seawater temperature of 25°C has been assumed.  The flow rate per 
cascade for both hot and cold side is assumed to be 1200 kg/hr for the simulation. The value of the flow rate 
has been optimized by the previous KTH research. The thickness of the membrane is assumed to be 0.0001 
meter and air gap is taken as 0.001 meter. Similarly, the value for the porosity of the membrane is assumed to 
be 0.8 that is equivalent to 80%. The saturation pressure of water vapor has been estimated as a function of 
temperature for both the hot side and cold side respectively. Annual operation hours of the system have been 
estimated to be 8000 hours.  
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Table 7-1: Summary of the simulation result and up-scale for large plants 

Parameter  Unit  
Pilot Prototype 
with 5 cascades  

Scale-up plant 
for 1 m3/hr  

Scale-up Plant 
for 25 m3/hr  

Cascade Flow Rate  l/hr 1200 1200 1200 

MD Hot side Temperature  ° C 85 85 85 

MD Cold side Temperature  ° C 30 30 30 

Pure water output  m3/hr 0.1537 1 25 

Thermal Energy  kW 141 917 22934 

Electrical energy consumption  kW 0.0922 0.6 15 

Membrane Area  m2 23 152 3758 

Number  of MD Module  No. 10 66 1634 

Annual Thermal energy consumption MWH 1128 7339 183474 

Annual electric energy consumption MWH 0.73776 4.8 120 

The results show that the pilot prototype with 10 membrane modules with 5 cascades can produce distillate at 
the rate of 153.7 kg/hour at the expense of thermal energy of 1128 MWH and electric energy of 0.74 MWH. 
Similarly, the thermal energy required for scaled up plant for 1 m3/hour is 7339 MWH and electric energy is 
4.8 MWH. Furthermore, the scaled up plant case second that is for 25 m3/hour distillate production can 
consume approximately 183000 MWH of thermal energy and 120 MWH of electric energy.  

The abovementioned analysis of the distillate water production for pilot plant requires 140 kW continuous 
source of thermal energy. Similarly, for 1 m3/hour 1 MW thermal energy capacity plant is sufficient and for 
25 m3/hour production capacity 23 MW of continuous thermal plant capacity is necessary. The result can 
further be used to deduce that the thermal energy requirement (23 MW) for the scaled-up MD plant is well 
within the minimum thermal energy available on the exhaust of one of the gas turbine units (33 MW) 
considered for the research purpose. It gives a safety margin of 30% thermal energy loss for processes 
conversion from gas to steam and steam to hot water. In this context, it can be concluded that a MD system 
with 1634 number of membrane modules from Xzero, Sweden, can be used to make 817 number of cascade 
MD system to produce 25 m3/hour capacity of MD commercial plant based on thermal energy from 
complete waste heat recovery from gas turbine unit at UAE climatic condition.  

7.2 Heat Recovery System and Integration to MD System 

Another important aspect of the project is to find the suitable energy recovery component that can be 
integrated with gas turbine and optimally utilized not only for providing thermal energy source to the 
proposed MD system but other possible application as well.  The various options are available, but 
considering many factors like commercial viable technology options, economical feasibility, future use and 
possibility to utilize complete waste heat energy; the research focused analyzing the possibility of energy 
recovery from gas turbine exhaust by using commercial available technology of gas turbine-HRSG-combined 
cycle mode. However, the recommended solution is not the only one solution available for recovering gas 
turbine exhaust energy. Technology based on co-generation mode with only low pressure steam production 
can be utilized but the application area of the steam is limited in that case for the pilot plant MD system 
research purpose only that underutilized the investment on HRSG and small system is not economical.  
 
Therefore, a gas turbine heat recovery system has been conceived for complete recovery of gas turbine 
exhaust so that a gas turbine-HRSG-combined cycle mode is implemented. The proposed HRSG recovers 
energy in the form of steam with single high pressure system and extraction-condensing type steam turbine. 
The steam turbine is used for additional electrical power production. The system can provide required steam 
extraction at low pressure for furnishing thermal energy requirement (140 kW) for the desalination research 
pilot plant. The system detail design specification with important parameters for pilot plant purpose is pre on 
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the Figure 7-5. The system considers a single pressure HRSG without supplementary firing. The stack 
temperature has been calculated to be around 102°C. For calculation purpose approach temperature in the 
economizer outlet has been disregarded i.e. temperature out from the economizer is considered to be equal to 
the drum temperature. The pressure at the steam turbine inlet is considered to be 40 bar and the temperature 
450°C. The isentropic efficiency of the steam turbine is considered to be 88% and both mechanical and 
electrical efficiency is considered to be 98%. Steam cycle has been considered with an open feed water tank at 
0.2 bar which obtains the steam from the steam turbine at 0.2 bar. The feed-water from this pre-heater is 
directly fed to the HRSG via a feed-water pump placed after the pre-heater. The pressure in the condenser is 
considered to be 0.05 bar. An extraction of steam from extraction-condensing turbine with mass flow rate of 
0.067 kg/sec at low pressure of 2 bar so that it continuously supplies required thermal power of 140 kW to 
the flowing feed water of 6000 liter/hour feed water flow for the MD plant on hot side. The detail 
construction design of the heat recovery steam generator has not been taken as the part of the analysis. 
However, a single pressure heat recovery steam generator without supplementary firing has been proposed.  
 
The thermodynamic analysis and calculation result of the single pressure heat recovery steam generator 
integrated with gas turbine and extraction cum condensing steam turbine has been done. The thermodynamic 
analysis and heat balance of the system helped define the heat transfer diagram with pinch point temperature 
difference to be around 10°C as shown in the heat transfer diagram of HRSG presented in Figure 7-4.  

In addition to the distilled water, though it is not the objective of the research but the system helps produce 
additional electrical power of 10MW from the steam turbine with the complete recovery of the exhaust heat 
from the gas turbine.  

 

 

Figure 7-4: Heat transfer diagram of HRSG
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Figure 7-4: MD pilot plant system architecture with HRSG and steam turbine
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7.3 Cost Estimation and Economic Analysis Result 

The cost estimation and economic analysis has been approximated for three different plant sizes with 
capacities of 0.154m3/hour, m3/hour and 25m3/hour for fresh water production through MD plants. 
The 0.154 m3/day capacity plant corresponds to pilot plant and the analysis for other two plants are 
directed to find out cost of water production trends corresponding to increase in scale. Fixed cost of 
investment in each case includes all the necessary component cost for MD system with control, 
installation, heat exchanger etc whereas the variable cost includes membrane replacement cost in 
each fiver year, complete system replacement in 15 years, specific cost of electricity that is equivalent 
to AED 300/MWH and specific waste heat cost for three different options. Three different options 
of its availability for thermal energy correspond to  free, very cheap and cheap that are equivalent to  
AED 0/MWH, AED 3/MWH and AED 6/MWH respectively. Cost for heat recovery system is not 
included for the analysis. The detail cost analysis is presented in ANNEX- 1 where as the summary 
of the detail analyses in terms of result are presented in Table 7-2 and Table 7-3.  

Table 7-2: Total investment and specific cost of fresh water production 

 
The result presented in Table 7-2 shows that the trend of specific cost of water production sharply 
decreases with the upscale of the plant capacity. For the free waste energy the cost of the fresh water 
production can decrease to the level of AED 5.89/m3 for 25 m3/hour plant capacity. However, the 
cost of fresh water production can increase to AED 11.39/ m3 if we consider the cost of waste heat 
equivalent to AED 6/MWH.  The trend of economic of scale is very promising in terms of 
investment and recovery of the investment. Similarly, Table 7-3 presents annual cash inflow and 
payback periods for the three different cost cases of waste heat availability.  All the investment for 25 
m3/hour plant can be recovered within 3.53 years that is very promising in terms of economic term.  

Table 7-3: Annual cash inflow and payback period summary 

 

Options Total Investment for 30 yrs (AED) Specific Cost of fresh water 
production(AED) 

Remarks 

Pilot 
Plant 

1m3/hr 
output 

 25m3/hr 
output 

Pilot 
Plant  

1m3/hr 
output  

 25m3/hr 
output  

Option I 

778000 1830000 35300000 21.21 7.65 5.89 

Considering free 
waste heat: 0 
AED/MHW 

Option 
II 

880000 2490000 51800000 23.97 10.40 8.64 

Considering very 
cheap waste heat: 
AED 3/MWH 

Option 
III 

981000 3150000 68300000 26.74 13.15 11.39 

Considering 
Cheap waste heat: 
AED 6 /MWH 

Option Annual cash Inflow Flow Payback Period Remarks 

Pilot 
Plant 

1m3/hr 
output 

 25m3/hr 
output Pilot Plant 

1m3/hr 
output 

 25m3/hr 
output 

 

Option 
I 61200 400000 10000000 12.72 4.59 3.53 

Free waste 
heat 

Option 
II 

61200 400000 10000000 14.38 6.24 5.18 

Very 
Cheap 
waste heat 

Option 
III 61200 400000 10000000 16.04 7.89 6.83 

Cheap 
waste heat 
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Table 7-4 presents the comparative cost analysis of MD plant with capacity of 25 m3/hour i.e. 600 
m3/day with respect to the RO desalination processes. The cost analysis for MD has considered the 
gas turbine exhaust waste heat availability equivalent to option III, i.e at the cost of, $ 1.64 per 
MWH. The cost analysis considers the existing cost of the membrane that does not corresponds to 
the commercial production cost of module but semi-commercial production cost. Even without 
considering full commercialization and mass production stage the cost of fresh water produced by 
MD is commensurate to the cost of fresh water produced by RO process.  The results reveal that 
compared to RO the MD could be one of the promising economic technologies of desalination for 
future. 

Table 7-4: Comparative cost analysis of MD with respect to RO process 

Type of feed water Size of plant (m3/day) Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

Brackish (RO) <20 4.50-10.32  

20-1200 0.62-1.06 0.78-1.33 

40000-46000 0.21-0.43 0.26-0.54 

Sea Water (RO) <100 1.20-15.00  

250-1000 1.00-3.14  

1000-4800 0.56-1.38 0.70-1.72 

15000-60000 0.38-1.30 0.48-1.62 

100000-320000 0.36-0.53 0.45-0.66 

Sea Water (MD) 600 2.53 3.10 

Table 7-5 presents the comparative cost analysis of MD plant with capacity of 25 m3/hour i.e. 600 
m3/day with respect to the other thermal desalination processes. The cost analysis for MD has 
considered the gas turbine exhaust waste heat availability equivalent to option III, i.e. at the cost of, $ 
1.64 per MWH. The cost analysis considers the existing cost of the membrane that does not 
corresponds to the commercial production cost of module but semi-commercial production cost. 
The results reveal that compared to other thermal seawater desalination process, the MD could be 
one of the promising economic technologies of desalination for future. 

Table 7-5: Comparative cost analysis of MD with respect to other thermal processes 

Desalination Method Size of plant (m3/day) Cost (€ per m3) Cost ($ per m3) 

MED <100 2.00-8.00  

12000-55000 0.76-1.56 0.95-1.95 

>91000 0.42-0.81 0.52-1.01 

MSF 23000-528000 0.42-1.40 0.52-1.75 

MVC 1000-1200 1.61-2.13  

MD 600 2.53 3.10 
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8 Conclusion  

The technology of MD system fired with the thermal energy source of gas turbine exhaust is very 
promising for large capacity plant in both economic and technical terms. The simulation of the MD 
module and system with EES software shows that the fresh water production rate of 0.154 m3/hour 
with 140 kW of thermal energy source is required for the proposed pilot plant for research purpose.  
The temperature conditions for feed water should be maintained at 85°C in hot side and for coolant 
side it should be 30°C. The approximate thermal capacity is 140 kW for the proposed system 
architecture of MD. The cost of production of MD with economic of scale up to 600 m3/day 
capacity reveals that the technology is very promising compared to the cost of water production with 
RO and other thermal desalination based technologies.  

For energy source of exhaust gas of existing aero-derivative gas turbine GE LM 2500 model, 
integration of HRSG in co-generation or combined cycle mode is necessary for transferring energy to 
the feed water of MD system. Usually, sufficiently large HRSG system is integrated in the exhaust of 
the gas turbine for recovering all the available exhaust energy as it ensures economic concerns. 
However, for small scale application plant co-generation or combined cycle mode of operation of the 
gas turbine with necessary extraction facility of steam can be included. It needs extraction cum 
condensing steam turbine that can be operated in combined cycle mode. For the proposed pilot plant 
MD system with 10 membrane module, an extraction of steam with flow rate of 0.067 kg/second at 
2 bar pressure equivalent to 140 kW of thermal energy recovery is sufficient. Detail construction and 
thermodynamic  design and analysis that ensures all the necessary standards, rules and regulations 
with  safety features including consideration of back pressure, bypass option, pressure release option, 
flue gas analyzing option etc has to be considered in this context.  

As installation of the small sized HRSG is not practical from economic perspectives, alternative 
means of water heating options with electric heating coil of 140 kW thermal capacity or solar thermal 
that can model and ensure the temperature, flow and energy availability required for pilot plant 
purpose can also be conceived for research purpose.  

In overall, recognizing that the existing gas turbine is releasing exhaust heat energy polluting the 
environment and losing the energy unnecessarily, it is highly recommended to develop a separate 
project of heat recovery and integrate with either co-generation or combined cycle mode to produce 
extra electricity or process heat if applicable. The project can also be conceived as a CDM project. 

In summary, MD desalination is a highly promising technology, and can attain a market share in 
several situations, including those where low-temperature waste or other heat are cheaply available, 
when product water of higher quality than that produced by RO is required. For the advancement of 
the process to commercialization, it is recommended that future work should be aimed at the 
following points: 

 longer term continuous operation experimentation with emphasis on larger size laboratory 
experiments and pilot plants 

 Testing the pilot plant system configurations, if possible with directly coupling with Gas 
Turbine HRSG or simulating the exact condition with  by integrating electric or boiler for 
energy source 

 Use of raw seawater and/or RO discharge water as feed-water  

 Continuous engagement of the membrane-manufacturing industry and fundamental R&D 
organization in MD future research and demonstration plant development. 
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ANNEXES 

 
ANNEX-1 

Detail Cost Analysis 

The economic analysis is based on the capital and operating cost directly related to the membrane 
distillation units and MD system including all necessary connections. Cost related to pre-treatment 
and exhaust gas heat recovery system is not included. The following assumption has been employed 
for evaluating the economic analysis of the proposed MD system with upscale capacity as well. The 
detail cost analysis is presented in the ensuing table.  

1. Complete system operates for 8000 hours/year 

2. Heat source is the low pressure steam  extraction from the steam turbine that is connected 
to the HRSG and gas turbine in combined cycle mode 

3. Cost analysis is done for distilled water production capacity at three different levels viz: 0.154 
m3/hour, 1 m3/hour and 25 m3/hour. 

4. 0.154 m3/hour capacity is equivalent to MD pilot plant system with 10 membrane module 
and 5 cascades  

5. The net present value and internal rate of return is 7% 

6. Membrane lifetime is 5 years and other equipment lifetime is 15 years 

7. Combined unforeseen expenses (margin of safety) and gross profit is 50% 

8. The annual maintenance cost is 5% of the installed cost 

9. Membrane price is 150 AED/m2 

10. Electricity price is 300AED per MWh  

11. Heat energy price is evaluated at three different levels viz: Free-o AED per MWH, Very 
cheap-3 AED per MWH , cheap-6 AED per MWH 

12. Construction price is 100 AED/hour 

13. Cost of control system for MD unit is 45000 AED 

14. The lifetime of steam line is 30 years 

15. Required steam flow rate for pilot plant is very less, does not affect other power generation 
units 

16. Cost related to increased space demand is not included 

17. Variable cost includes membrane replace and removal at the interval of 5 years
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Item  Unit 

Cost Per 
Unit 

(AED)  

Pilot Plant 
1 m3/hour 
output   25 m3/hour output 

Remarks Quantity 
Amount 
(AED) Quantity 

Amount 
(AED) Quantity 

Amount 
(AED) 

Membrane  Nos 4000 10 40000 66 264000 1634 6536000   

MD modules                     

Heat Exchanger 1 Nos 6000 1 6000 1 6000 16 96000   

Heat Exchanger 2 Nos 4000 1 4000 1 4000 16 64000   

Pump Nos 5000 2 10000 2 10000 32 160000   

Water Tank Nos 20000 1 20000 1 20000 1 20000   

Piping  Meter 75 15 1125 88 6600 2200 165000   

Valves Nos 600 4 2400 4 2400 320 192000   

Temperature Indicators Nos 600 4 2400 4 2400 80 48000   

Pressure Indicators Nos 600 4 2400 4 2400 80 48000   

Security System Nos 2500 4 10000 4 10000 4 10000   

Control System Nos 45000 1 45000 1 45000 1 45000   

Construction  Hour 100 20 2000 132 13200 3268 326800   

Others       10000   10000   160000   

Sub-Total       155325   396000   7870800   

50% Margin of Error       77662.5   198000   3935400 155325 

Fixed Cost with 50% 
Uncertainty       232987.5   594000   11806200   

Fixed cost without 
uncertainty       155325   396000   7870800   
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Variable Cost Analysis 

Equipment 
Replacement Unit 

Times of 
Replacement 

Pilot Plant 1 m3/hour output 25 m3/hour output 

Remarks 

Cost per 
Replacement      
(AED) 

Amount of 
Replacement 
(AED) 

Cost per 
Replacement 
(AED) 

Amount of 
Replacement 
(AED) 

Cost per 
Replacement 
(AED) 

Amount of 
Replacement 
(AED) 

Complete 
Membrane 
Replacement per 
five year Nos 6 40000 240000 264000 1584000 6536000 39216000 

Each five 
year 
replacement 
of all 
membrane 

complete 
replacement of 
Equipment per 15 
years Nos 1 192987.5 192987.5 330000 330000 5270200 5270200 

Equipment 
life 15 years 

Total replacement 
cost for 30 years       432987.5   1914000   44486200   

 

Energy Cost per year Unit 

Cost 
per unit 
(AED) 

Energy 
Consumption  
(mwh) 

Energy 
Cost 
(AED) 

Energy 
Consumption  
(mwh) 

Energy 
Cost 
(AED) 

Energy 
Consumption  
(mwh) 

Energy 
Cost 
(AED) Remarks 

Pump Electricity MWH 300 0.74 222 4.8 1440 120 36000   

Heat Energy-Ist Option MWH 0 1128 0 7339 0 183474 0 
Free Waste Heat 
Energy 

Heat Energy-2nd 
Option MWH 3 1128 3384 7339 22017 183474 550422 

Very Cheap Waste 
heat energy 

Heat Energy-3rd 
Option MWH 6 1128 6768 7339 44034 183474 1100844 

Cheap waste heat 
energy 

Sub Total Energy cost 
for 1 year: Option 1       222   1440   36000 

Free Waste Heat 
Energy 
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Sub Total Energy cost 
for 1 year: Option 2       3606   23457   586422 

Very Cheap Waste 
heat energy 

Sub Total Energy Cost 
for 1 year: Option 3       6990   45474   1136844 

Cheap waste heat 
energy 

Total Energy Cost for 
30 years: Option 1       6660   43200   1080000 

Free Waste Heat 
Energy 

Total Energy Cost for 
30 years: Option 2       108180   703710   17592660 

Very Cheap Waste 
heat energy 

Total Energy Cost for 
30 Years: Option 3       209700   1364220   34105320 

Cheap waste heat 
energy 

Maintenance Cost 
per year (5% of Fixed 
Cost)       11649.375   29700   590310   

Maintenance Cost for 
30 years (5% of Fixed 
Cost)       349481.25   891000   17709300   

Total variable Cost 
for 30 years: Option 1       789128.75   2848200   63275500 

Free Waste Heat 
Energy 

Total variable Cost 
for 30 years: Option 2       890648.75   3508710   79788160 

Very Cheap Waste 
heat energy 

Total Variable Cost 
for 30 years: Option 3       992168.75   4169220   96300820 

Cheap waste heat 
energy 
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Water cost 50 AED/m3 

Quantity of water 50 bottle/m3 

Option I 

Annual Cash Inflow AED 61200 400000 10000000 

Total Investment (30 
yrs) AED 1022116.3 3442200 75081700 

Payback Period Year 16.701246 8.6055 7.50817 

Option II 

Annual Cash Inflow AED 61200 400000 10000000 

Total Investment (30 
Yrs) AED 1123636.3 4102710 91594360 

Payback Period Year 18.360069 10.256775 9.159436 

Option II 

Annual Cash Inflow AED 61200 400000 10000000 

Total Investment (30 
Yrs) AED 1225156.3 4763220 108107020 

Payback Period Year 20.018893 11.90805 10.810702 
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ANNEX-2 

Water analysis report (Sea water, RO treated water, RO discharge) 

Water Quality Testing Report 

Project   : Membrane Distillation 
  

Sample (S) ID :      
MD - 1, RO-1, RO-2 

Manager: Sujata Dahal   
Received on   : 
05/09/2010 

S.No 

Parameter Tested 
Result 

Raw Sea Water 
(MD-1) 

Treated Water 
(RO-1) 

Concentrate (RO-2) 

1 pH 8.11 7.34 7.6 

2 Conductivity (µS/cm) 59.35 289.1 59.81 

3 Temperature (oC) 27.1 19.1 19.8 

4 Color       

5 Odor       

6 Total Disssolved Solids (ppm) 45650 174 47750 

7 Total Suspended Solids (ppm)       

8 Total Hardness (CaCO3 ppm) 2650 17.2 2490 

9 M-Alkalinity (CaCO3 ppm) 185 16.2 190 

10 P-Alkalinity (CaCO3 ppm) <5 ND 0 

11 Bicarbonates (CaCO3 ppm) 182.0 16.2 189.25 

12 Total Iron (Fe ppm) <0.1 <0.05 0.05 

13 Manganese       

14 Copper (Cu ppm) 0.52     

15 Aluminium       

16 Ionic Silica (SiO2 ppm) 15 6.7 8.2 

17 Fluorine (F- ppm) 4.5 0.05 4.3 

18 Bromine (Br- ppm)       

19 Chloride Ion (Cl- ppm) 24950 94.2 26346 

20 Sulfate Ion (SO4
2- ppm) 3550 1 3800 

21 Sulfide Ion (S2- ppm)       
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22 Nitrate (NO3
- ppm) 1 0 0.9 

23 Nitrite (NO2
- ppm)       

24 Phosphate (PO4
3- ppm) ND ND ND 

25 Sodium (Na+ ppm) 14000 43 14433 

26 Potassium (K+ ppm) 551 2.5 562 

27 Magnesium (Mg2+ ppm) 1857 4.95 1832 

28 Calcium (Ca2+ ppm) 689 12.23 652 

29 Ammonium Ion (NH4
+ ppm)       

30 Strontium (Sr2+ ppm)       

31 Barium (Ba2+ ppm)       

32 Residual Chlorine (Cl ppm) 0.25 NA NA 

33 Oil&Grease (ppm) NA NA 5 

34 Chemical Oxygen Demand (ppm) NA NA 100-250 

35 Biological Oxygen Demand (ppm) NA NA 20-50 

36 Total Bacterial Count (TBC)     24CFU/ml 

37 E.Coli     Nil 

38 Fecal Coliforms       

39 Total Coliforms     Nil 

40 Free carbondioxide        

  
   

  

  Date of Report: 13/09/2010 
 

Analyzed By : Uday Kumar 

  
  

 
  

  
NA : Not Analyzed 

  
  

  
ND : Not Detectable 

  
    

 


